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TWO POINT IV BAG 

HOLDER 
MODEL NO.: SEP-IV01 

 

DESCRIPTION 

It is designed specifically for the overhead 

suspension of drip bags without the need to use 

valuable floor space. It is always available at a 

moment's notice, yet remains discreetly 

unobtrusive. As the carrier is track mounted, it can 

be moved to one side of the cubicle when not in use, 

and can be positioned at either side of the bed, or 

above it if required. 

 

SALIENT FEATURES 
 Strong aluminum track with white powder- 

coated finish 

 Economical 2-point drip carriers with nylon 

runners 

 Track suspended at cubicle track height 

 Capacity 3kg per hook 

 Mobile track option 

 

IV BAG HOLDER 
MODEL NO.: SEP-IV02 

 

DESCRIPTION 
It is becoming increasingly important that the area 

around a hospital bed should be as uncluttered as 

possible. It is now accepted that the patients' quality 

of life can have a direct bearing on recovery time, 

and the perceived intrusiveness of medical 

equipment may be a contributory factor. 

 

SALIENT FEATURES 
 Heavy-Duty 5 Bag Holder 

 Heavy duty self-locking wheeled trolleys 

 Five point telescopic carrier trees 

 It is made up off aluminum with powder coating 

on it & hooks are of SS 304. 
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TELESCOPIC IV BAG 

HOLDERS 
MODEL NO. : SEP-IV03 

 

DESCRIPTION 
We offer you a complete line of track mounted IV 

bags holders with 5-bag pendants. Plus, the multi 

bag pendants telescope for convenient IV 

placement. Use with Ultra Cube track. The holders 

suspend from an Eze-Lock IV Carriage, and are 

made from stainless steel with folding arms for easy 

sterilization and storage. With just a flick of the 

wrist and half a turn, this enhanced IV Carriage 

locks in place. Plus, it helps maintain patient 

comfort by not disturbing needles or tubes. 

 

HOSPITAL CURTAINS 
 

DESCRIPTION 

We offer an economical range of hospital cubical 

curtains. All varieties i.e. size, color, fabric etc. are 

available on demand. We guarantee the best value 

and competitive services at affordable rates. 

 

CURTAIN TRACKS 
 

DESCRIPTION 

Based on the talent and competency of our adroit 

personnel and skilled workers, we bring forward a 

distinctive collection of Hospital Curtain Tracks. In 

order to attain maximum client satisfaction, we are 

providing these tracks in various sizes and 

dimensions. Used for hanging curtains, these tracks 

are appreciated for their smooth and tough built. 

Our offered range is widely appreciated in the 

markets for their glossy finish, stylish pattern and 

vibrant color options. In addition to this, the offered 

range is fabricated and designed using cutting-edge 

techniques and superb quality fabric that add a 

classy look to the entire range. 
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SALIENT FEATURES  
 

 Durable 

 Longer working life 

 Various dimensions 

 Simple to connect and operate 

 Eye-catching look 

 Fade-resistant 

 Wrinkle free  

 

CURTAIN ACCESSORIES 

1. Top Bottom Bush: It is used to hang curtain 

tracks from the roof and made of aluminum with 

track color powder coating on it.  

2. Curtain Runner: Made of plastic with SS hook 

and full plastic runners. 

3. Curtain Removal Point: It helps to remove the 

curtain runner. They are fixed in track and made of 

mild steel with zinc plating on it to prevent rusting. 

4. Jointer Plates: It helps in joining two curtain 

tracks together. It is made of aluminum with 

powder coating on it.  

5. Tracks End Cap: Curtain track end caps fully 

made of nylon material. 

 


